Inteplast is a Pioneer and Market Leader in the Packaging Industry.

IntePlast, manufacturer of IntePro®, is the only one worldwide that can produce thicker gauges over 13mm.


Our dedicated technicians and state-of-the-art technology will work to develop different kinds of specification and configurations, for your special needs.

Converting

- Scoring, Gluing & Ultrasonic Welding
- Superior Surface for: Printing, Adhesives, Vinyl Letters
- Easy to Thermoform, Heat Seal & Die Cut
- Recyclable / Returnable

Produce Box

- Fruit & Vegetable Boxes
- Picking Totes
- Seafood Boxes
- General farm shelters

Benefits:
1. Lightweight - Reduce transportation costs
2. Superior Printing Surface
3. Water & Chemical Resistant for longer storage in control rooms
IntePro®

Material Handling

- Lightweight/Reusable Boxes/Durable: Stone Boxes
- Water & Chemical Resistant for outdoor storage
- Brick Dividers
- Stone Boxes
- Postal Totes
- Cable Wrap
- Metal Wrap

Lamination

Lamination to Metal, Wood, Plastics, for
1. Counter Tops
2. Wall Linings
3. Pool Linings
4. Exterior Walls
5. Ceiling Panels
6. Auto Car Wash Interiors
7. Hospital Operation Rooms

SPECFICATION

- IntePro® Profiles: Standard flute, Conical flute, “S” flute, “X” flute
- Thicknesses: 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 10mm, 13mm, 16mm, 19mm, 25mm
- Stock sizes: 48”×96”
- Custom sizes and thicknesses are available upon request (max width 104”)
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